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and migratory; to season of occurrence, as summer and winter; to zone of origin, as tropical and extratropical; and to the place from which first reported, as, for instance (referring to only those within or near the United States), Alberta, North Pacific, South Pacific, Northern Rocky Mountain, Colorado, Texas, East Gulf, South Atlantic, and Central.
All these classifications are useful, but not adapted to the present purpose, which is to group the cyclones, as far as practicable, according to their more important causes. Perhaps this end will be fairly well served by dividing them into thermal, insolational, and mechanical.
Thermal. Due to Relatively Warm Water. — The name semipermanent cyclone—for which the alternate name, thermal cyclone, is here proposed, for reasons that will appear below—or semipermanent "low," has been given to that system of winds of any region over which the barometric pressure habitually, or seasonally, averages lower than for the surrounding regions. The term generally is used as though it applied to but one and the same cyclone, however it might wander or even for a time wholly disappear. Thus, one always says the Icelandic "low," not an Icelandic "low." Similarly, the Aleutian "low," not an Aleutian "low." But, as stated, this applies only to average conditions. In reality there is no one permanent Icelandic "low," for instance, that retains its identity wherever it may be, but only a series of lows which cross, originate over, or, on invading, become intensified over, practically the same restricted region.
There are several semipermanent cyclones in various parts of the world. The most nearly continuously active of these, at least in the northern hemisphere, and at all seasons apparently productive of many migrating cyclones, in the form, perhaps, of offshoots, or secondaries, lies southeast of Greenland and southwest of Iceland. Another such region, active during winters only and known as the Aleutian "low," lies along and to the south and southeast of the Aleutians, extending into and including the Gulf of Alaska. The Norwegian Sea and, possibly, the Sea of Okhotsk are other such high-latitude regions. The Gulf of Lyons is a low-pressure haunt during winter, as is also the Black Sea, and the Caspian Sea, as its monsoon winds definitely show. The Gulf of Mexico, over which occasional winter cyclones appear to generate, may likewise be added to the above list.
In the southern hemisphere the regions of most persistent lows are the Ross Sea and its counterpart, the Weddell Sea, on the other side of the Antarctic continent.
All the above regions have surfaces warmer than those that at least partially surround them. The circulation induced by such temperature distribution is converted into a system of cyclonic winds by the deflective force due to the earth's rotation. The warm waters off the coast of Greenland and Iceland, for instance, necessarily maintain the atmosphere

